
MEET THE 

BRAINS BEHIND 

THE BRAWN.

O P T I M I Z I N G  Y O U R  C N C  M A C H I N E S



THE FUTURE 
BELONGS TO THOSE
WHO MASTER IT.

For over 30 years, QTE has been a nationally accredited and award-winning 

reseller of Mastercam software for the CAD/CAM manufacturing markets. 

We also know Verisruf inside and out. We take this unique expertise and 

apply it to solve the issues you face on your machine shop floor. What you 
get is what you’ve been looking for, including improved speed, increased 

automation, and the delivery of efficiency for all your jobs.

We can also train your machinists or act as an extension of your team. 

QTE is here for you when you need us. In fact, we’re here for you right now 

with our ongoing technical support and so much more. That’s why we’re 

masters of Mastercam and Verisurf.

OPTIMIZING YOUR CNC MACHINES  www.qtemfg.com

OPTIMIZE YOUR CNC MACHINES 

WITH MASTERCAM TO GET EVEN 

MORE OUT OF THEM.

POWER UP 
10 TONS OF ROI.

From machining automation of typically manual tasks to efficient and
precise production capacity, a CNC machine has massive appeal. And the
investment required to buy one is just as big. That’s why it’s just smart
business to turn to QTE for Mastercam software for achieving the
greatest ROI from your CNC machines. 

Mastercam not only attracts and retains the best employees, it reduces 

programing time and waste, while increasing output capacity. Plus, when 

you use Verisurf along with Mastercam, you get the best of both worlds 

since you can now achieve faster inspection times and more consistent 

quality part output for higher profitability. And making money is the best 
part about making parts.

BENEFITS OF MASTERCAM

•  Mastercam is the most widely used CAM solution in the world, boasting 
partnerships with all the major players in machine tools, cutting tools, etc.

•  Mastercam has the largest pool of available programmers because it is 
taught in almost every trade school and university, as well as in use at the 

majority of shops in your region 
•  Mastercam has a full suite of products so you can have a common 

platform to program all of your CNC machines

•  Mastercam creates the smoothest, most efficient cutting motion possible 
using Dynamic Motion Technology and Prime Turning

•  Mastercam is an American owned privately held CAM solution, and is 100% 
focused on producing the best toolpaths on the market

•  Mastercam is only sold through dedicated Mastercam dealers like QTE  
who are experts in Industry and who have been providing Mastercam for 

30 years

•  Mastercam is ideal for machining everything from simple to complex parts

To learn how we can help optimize your CNC machines, and the people who operate them, 

call QTE today at 877.429.5708 or email sales@qtemfg.com. At QTE, our job is to develop 

and implement a solution that makes sense and money for your company.

“We have not seen this level of true commitment and 

support by any other CAD/CAM provider to effectively 

implement a project like ours. We are very satisfied with 
and happy that we chose to go with QTE.”

— RICHARDSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY


